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anon seeks

Blank. 
Search. Scroll. 
Distance scalds.
Type. Post. 
>Looking to give meat rose. Breed seed. Obey need. Blindfolded

>privacy, waiting. 
 
Two beats.
Failure. 
Type. Post.
>Looking for killing loads. Pump and dump; force and doubt. Raw warmth.  

>Charged and discreet. 
 
Two beats.
Failure

 

Write. Release. 
>Looking for killing meat. Force, pump and dump raw doubt. Breed

>privacy and obey. For now deep, deep insides charged with warmth.

>Waiting for discreet blindfolded need. 
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Responses:
Relief,
like sweet seed dumped,
like killing load released. 
Answer: no limit set.
Now, attach: face, body.
      each pic, insides fl aunted.
      each txt, pink surrendered.
      each wrd, desires told. 
Time set; cold, blank space, a repository for impulses, singular 
moments, is prepared. 
>Awkwardness comes from the atmosphere, stumble. Hands on shoulders,

>pressure left, pressure right, guide down. Flesh, limbs spiral. 

Distinction cannot be established. 
>One emerges: white fl esh and soft muscle with black bristles. 

>Back-lit face, shadow veil.  

Warm quicksilver pools. 
>One emerges: streaked and blushing rectum red, baby Buddha belly,

>lean face. Hand speed, craters picked into face reveal neither  

>rest nor peace. 

Small volley into suprasternal notch. 
Fiery knot in gut seizes.
Nodule forms sends roots through windpipe. 
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>One lumbers holding heavy sow’s purse. Back straddled, warmth

>spills.

>Magma dumped, slides from hole, between cheeks, ebbing around

>scrote.

>Succumbed to debts, world, reach for the sow’s purse with left

>hand. 

Mass moans. Chill; bodies veiled. 
>Showered by sudden hailstorm. Beads glow pale blue.

>Teeth fracture.

>Spit enamel and blood over parched lips. 

Strands drip over fi ngers to fl oor. 
>The last, sallow fl esh with green infl uences, remains. Rigid and

>brittle he stands. Above left hip a black tattoo reads, “Cleave.”  

>His kindness washes semen with piss.  

>Skin scalds, pulls away from itself—

Curling webbed parchment from vellum. 
Relief  radiates, recedes, erodes leaving. 
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Lonel iness  and Ident i ty :  A  Cr i t i ca l  Reading of  
Craigs l i s t  Men Seeking Men Sex Ads

 Physical loneliness manifests neither in desperation nor 
in fantasy but in negation. Confronted with mass electronic social 
networks, an abundance of  evidence of  this phenomenon is 
provided by merely opening the links for Craigslist Men Seeking 
Men. Loneliness provides an elegant symmetry, a fecund annihilation 
to those willing to participate, especially to those in possession of  
a digital camera or a camera phone; willingness to enter into an 
evolved relationship through experience is all that is necessary to be 
subsumed in a digital bacchanal, a silenean paradise.
 Against the insistence of  individuality, the pervasive 
nature of  self-importance, which engenders the vast differentiation 
necessary for loneliness, one can only reject and efface the signifi ers of  
individualization. The gesture of  obscuring physical features through 
cropping, digital manipulation or fl ash point is on its surface one of  
preserving identity from the degradation of  discovery or ridicule; 
however, this gesture becomes the proof, creates the apotheosis of  
sex ad modularity because the central argument of  the body pic is 
that the body, not the individual, is being placed online for trade. 
Alvin Toffl er recognized a similar relational pattern in the urban 
environment over twenty years ago in Future Shock: “Consciously 
or not, we defi ne our relationships with most people in functional 
terms.” Society has gone as far as creating “...the disposable person: 
modular man”(87-88). The internet has expanded the space of  
the urban world to anywhere there is suffi cient technology and 
infrastructure allowing, requiring the subsequent expansion of  
modularity, and the possibility of  de-individualization.
 Even when a face pic accompanies these ads, neither 
modularity nor negation of  identity is lost although they become 
harder tasks to manage. Negation’s victory is above all assured in 
the vague generic descriptions of  desires. Whether participants are 
“[i]nto fi t guys between 18-35...” or if  “black men [are] a + , but y[sic] 
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open to all,” it is a type to which their loneliness calls out, a set of  
social/racial/economic conditions that provides a response to their 
self-perceived lack.
 Further in a loneliness provoked by “a 3-day load,” 
participants hope that it will be answered by a similar loneliness 
provoked by another “3-day load.” Top, bottom or versatile does not 
undermine the innate rhizomatic equality spontaneously generated 
through loneliness. Even the claims of  “do anything” or “abuse 
me” do not shake the equality of  negation since the brilliance and 
strength of  the gesture requires individuals to be reduced to a 
base atomic form—they become the promise of  potential action. 
Logistics may require a loss of  pure anonymity; however, a name, a 
face, an address, a location does not cause loss of  anonymity and in 
no way is a loss of  negation since participants remain only potential 
action, potential experience. Even after consummation, there is the 
potential of  recurrence that must be preserved.
 In this activity, the necessary process of  distinction, which 
in other situations culminates in identity, evaporates on contact. 
Distinction is only important in that it provides a place for knowing, 
not for doing and is rendered inert and obsolete in this psychic 
space. It is in this desired action that participants aim for Buber’s 
I-It relationship—a relationship of  experience, a relationship based 
solely on use-value (56). However, it would be naive and abusive 
to perceive these ephemeral relationships as fl ippantly as their 
participants do. These relationships drive a wedge against the normal 
but fragile conception of  identity since they require a reduction of  
the pseudo-continuous conglomeration of  identity (gender, sex, 
race, class, education...) into its base parts. For instance, a married 
lawyer who places an ad and who survived cancer and now mentors 
at risk teens becomes an object of  sympathetic desire only because 
of  his marital status or because he might be Latino; his identity, his 
specialization, his ethics are rendered inconsequential.
 Craigslist sex ads and other online sex-centric personals are 
not the fi rst realm of  modularity in queer history. Gloryholes and 
public cruising spots provided (and provide) a place of  resistance 
against heteronormative structures and strictures. These places 
were historically central to giving space to express a predominantly 



shadow or secondary identity (especially to those who did not [and 
do not] have the protection of  a ghetto environment.) Sexual release 
reduced the participants to their functions ultimately in an effort to 
free them from the constraints of  their adopted identities. But these 
online environments do not just give a space to reveal the hidden 
identities of  str8 and dl men or a place to resist the bastardized 
heteronormalization framed in Gay marriage or more often its 
monogamous simulation.
 These personal ads in fact do not create a space for individual 
albeit generic identity; they instead create an amalgamation of  identity. 
When these ads are most effective, individuals enter into a collective 
identity. The generalizations necessitated by modularization force the 
participants to become more and less than who they are, more and 
less than the labels they apply to themselves and their desired objects.

Donna Haraway in her “Cyborg Manifesto” begins to 
approach the potential that the dissolving borders of  human and 
machine might provoke: “...the tradition of  reproduction of  the self  
from the refl ections of  the other - the relation between organism and 
machine has been a border war. The stakes in the border war have 
been the territories of  production, reproduction, and imagination.” 
The queer approach to this border war as demonstrated in these ads 
is one that avoids production for the realms of  simulation and desire. 
It is here through the images of  the self  and the desired (intended 
on the surface to help those “looking to suck cock & balls & feet & 
jo”) enter the fray.
 The contradiction and irony of  the negation of  identity to 
produce a conglomerate identity is essential in the context of  multiple 
planes of  loneliness. The call and response of  physical loneliness 
attempts to create Aristophanes’ Children of  the Sun, whose pieces 
are all self-acting for a common goal. However, it is not a return to a 
Golden Age that will ultimately provide a place for participants; it is 
the instance of  dissolution, the instance where they realize that the 
components of  their identity are now separated from their individual 
identity and are so entwined in the system of  electronic desire that 
they exist as nodules of  a single fungus-like creature whose surface 
manifestation of  a pseudo-individual is inconsequential compared 
to the vast subterranean network it feeds. It is in this electronic space 
that intersects with physical location and experience that loneliness, 
a separation from overt group identifi cation, becomes the catalyst 
for a mass subterranean identity through desire and experience.
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